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AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO DEPLOYING  
MOBILE FORMS APPS IN THE ENTERPRISE



Whether as a standalone solution or a mobile front end to existing 

systems, mobile forms solutions make it easy for remote workers to 

collect data on a mobile device, access company data in the field, and 

automatically share the results with back-office systems, cloud ser-

vices, and people. Integrated analytics systems can help companies 

improve efficiency, track KPI’s, and continuously improve processes. 

Enterprise companies require features that go above and beyond 

the standard data collection and sharing tools found in mobile solu-

tions for small & medium businesses. This Buyers’ Guide is aimed at IT 

teams and others who have been tasked with evaluating how best to 

rapidly build custom mobile apps for deployment in the enterprise. 

We’ve evaluated the capabilities of no-code development platforms 

and mobile forms solutions through an enterprise lens, with a focus 

on advanced features, flexibility, customization options, maturity, and 

performance under real-world conditions.

This guide is divided into 6 chapters,  which 

take you through the 5 parts of no-code  

development platforms for mobile forms apps, 

and how they’re deployed: 

1 - Mobile Forms App

2 - Form builder

3 - Integrations

4 - Workflows

5 - Reporting & Analytics

6 - Deployment
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MOBILE  
FORMS APP

Technicians in the field are the front line of your business. It’s important to enable them with 

the best possible technology to improve the quality and speed of their work.  

Made-for-mobile native apps

Made-for-mobile apps are designed with smart phones and tablets in mind. Optimized for 

iOS, Android, and Windows 10 devices, and fully functional offline, a consistent design en-

sures using the app is intuitive, no matter the platform.

Additionally, a design approved by Apple’s Mobility Partner Program, an exclusive group of 

ISVs, and by Google’s Android Enterprise program signals a company has actively sought 

the user experience input of industry leaders, ensuring the solution is simple to use and is 

adopted more rapidly within your field teams. 

Smart Forms with Conditional Logic

Dynamically change forms based on user input. A single answer to a question can change 

the entire workflow of a form, including which pages, sections and questions should be 

present, required, locked down, or auto-filled. It can automatically color-code and tally an-

swers based on pre-existing rules, empowering users of different skill levels to consistently 

complete tasks in the field. 

Repeatable Sub-Forms with Table Layouts and Aggregations

Allow technicians to enter variable numbers of line items, such as parts, labor, and assets, 

or auto-fill items based on previous selections in order to massively reduce data entry time. 

Supports one-to-many relationships and complex sub-forms. A table view of entered items 

which adapts to screen size for the best usability on any device allows for easy review and 

comes complete with automatically calculated totals. 
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FORM 
BUILDER

A drag-and-drop form builder lets business users map out complex business processes for  

collecting and sharing field data. Go ahead, build mobile forms, create workflows, and  

integrate back-end systems.

Smart Form Management 

Build forms and manage workflows with an intuitive, no-code process that any administrator 

is able to perform required actions at enterprise-scale. A single-page application puts all the 

parts in one place as efficiently as a desktop app, but should be actively developed to ensure 

it’s always improving.

Conditional Logic Management

Manage forms with complex business logic using “if/then” statements, and control mutually 

exclusive conditions with “else if” conditions. All conditional logic rules are visible in one place 

for easy building and testing – important when creating complex forms and workflows. 

Bulk building & edit tools

Build large inspections and checklists at scale and save 100’s of hours in form development 

time by defining repetitive form structures for re-use. Mass-create hundreds of items for 

checklists, inspections, and conditional logic, and update repeated questions and workflow 

rules with a single change. 

Form version control and change management

Store past versions of forms, and log submissions against a particular form version, maintain-

ing the ability to revert a form to a past iteration in the event of a mistake. New form versions 

are automatically synced to users in the field. 
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DATA
SOURCES

Cloud or back-office  
hosted data

Customer info 
Inventory & pricing 

Manuals & procedures

Administrators can populate forms to enable quicker data collection, providing technicians 

with boxes worth of paper using any number of back-office connections.

High-performance and secure handling of massive data sources

Access 10+ million cells of office data in the field – even offline. Smart updates only add, 

edit, or remove changed items, not entire data sets, which improves device performance 

and reduces data usage. Partitioning of data ensures sensitive information is kept secure. 

Data Sources hosted in Cloud or Enterprise systems 

Minimize multi-touch data management by hosting corporate data in any back-office sys-

tem. Automatically sync hosted data and subsequent updates into the mobile forms app, 

ensuring picklists and other form data are always up to date.

Update back-office data with form submissions

Use form submissions to update (overwrite, add to, or delete) status, asset lists, and inven-

tory in back-office data sources. This eliminates the need for data entry tasks in the office, 

and ensures users across the organization always have access to the latest information from 

the field. 

External Data Sources

Use external data sources to provide users with easy access to historical data, such as 

downloading previous inspection reports as PDFs. Apply filters to sort multiple columns on 

the fly and view location data on a map. Launch and automatically pre-fill multiple forms 

with relevant data for any selected job/task. 
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INTEGRATIONS
& WORKFLOWS

A single form submission can trigger any combination of powerful and flexible data workflows. 

Integrate any number of commonly used back-office systems & cloud services and send the data 

where it’s needed in real-time. 

Multi-step workflows

Dispatch forms from the office with due dates, priorities, and locations. Allow mobile users 

to easily review assigned tasks and launch a map app for navigation. Build multi-step, mo-

bile-to-mobile workflows that let a manager approve, follow-up, or trigger the next step in a 

business process. Additionally, enable technicians to edit previously submitted forms while 

tracking all changes in the portal. 

Popular business solutions 

Build 2-way integrations with popular business solutions, e.g. Office365, Salesforce, ServiceMax. 

Support for multiple file types, lists, and attachments. Send data to APEX REST applications in 

Salesforce for fully customized integrations, including sandbox environments for testing purposes. 

App to App 

Embed links in mobile web pages, e-mails, or custom applications to launch a mobile forms app 

with pre-filled, contextual data from your application. 

Custom low- and no-code webhooks, back-end integrations

Build multiple integrations, including low- and no-code back-end connections; mobile deep-link-

ing and inter-app interfaces; webhook capabilities, including HTTP POST/PUT, HTTP GET, HTTP 

File Upload and WebDav; and more, to connect the app throughout existing systems. Use  

customizable JSON, XML, custom parameters, and multiple authentication schemes, to ensure 

the integrations are fully compatible and structured data is integrated into back-end systems. 
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REPORTING 
& ANALYTICS

Built-in analytics tools use collected field data to measure the effectiveness of your operations, 

unveil hidden patterns and correlations, and help identify the root causes of problems and 

inefficiencies.

Custom Documents in any format, re-usable across multiple forms

Customize any form and document type (including PDF, Word, Excel, PPT, HTML, etc.) to 

automatically comply with visual and content requirements for branding, communications, 

and regulatory authorities. Additionally, re-use one document template for many forms, or 

have one form generate multiple documents (including JSON, XML, CSV, etc.). 

KPI Analytics Dashboard 

Pre-configured dashboards for efficiency, safety, and other key performance indicators (KPIs) 

uncover trends and insights that help increase productivity and compliance. View aggregate 

data, then drill down to review individual form submissions for visibility in the field. 

Enterprise Analytics 

A custom-built, embedded business intelligence (BI) solution supports the deeper analysis 

required for more complex enterprise businesses. Collect data from any number of forms and 

automate the production and distribution of fully customized reports for multiple stakeholders. 

For example, automatically compile a monthly PDF report using only safety compliance data 

and share it via email to a list of safety managers and the VP of Operations. 
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USER & ACCESS 
MANAGEMENT

Comprehensive user permission controls let managers assign forms to specific users, whether 

divided by site, task, or region. 

Advanced Permissions, including region and department control 

Define who can perform administrative tasks in the portal, test forms in progress, view and 

submit forms from the app. Assign permissions across an entire user group, or separate us-

ers into departmental or regional groups with a single selection.

Configurable Password Policies

Enforce custom password requirements, such as minimum length, special characters, expiry 

settings, or enable Touch ID to meet the highest standard of data security. 

Single-Sign On

Connect the mobile forms app user login with an existing corporate SSO login provider to 

more easily manage large numbers of users, overseen and controlled by internal IT teams.

Enterprise Security Standards 

Meet the most stringent security standards with a solution that has achieved HIPAA and 

SOC2 compliance, and support app deployment processes and security features of  

Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) or Mobile Device Management (MDM) systems.

H I PA A
HITECH
COMPLIANT

SOC 2
TYPE 1



SOLUTION
DEPLOYMENT

Whether you’re planning a DIY  

deployment, or want to hand 

it off to the professionals, you 

should be supported no matter 

which path you choose.  

Comprehensive support documentation 
If you’re all about DIY, you don’t want to have to search for answers. A truly DIY product  

provides you with the documentation needed to tackle your deployment solo.

Responsive technical support 
You never want to use support services, but if it comes to that, you want them to be well 

trained, with a proven record of responsiveness and customer satisfaction. 

Easy scaling 
Start small; build up. A solution partner shouldn’t expect you to start big, but it should be an 

easy transition to go from 5 subscribers to 50 – or 500. 

Dedicated customer success 
When you invest in a product, you’re trusting it will work, but you should also have someone 

within the company tracking your success to ensure you’re getting the most out of it.



Get in touch with a mobile forms expert

PRONTOFORMS.COM

https://www.prontoforms.com/demo
http://PRONTOFORMS.COM
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